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FOI. 50.
establish air currents which will
unhehneted men to follow and
the dead whose loved ones are
(waiting beyond the mouth of the
cavern.
Yesterday the passage ways were
Until with mangled dead, after the
nineteenth chamber east of the high-linwas reached: The heimt crews
in pushing forward Into unexplored
rooms would come upon other bodies,
some yet in a standing posture, some
stooping, and others lying prone. And
now and then the bright flash of the
MINE IS NOW SO FREE FROM GAS
electric torch would disclose a hand,
from
WORKERS a foot or a head protruding
UNHELMETED
THAT
under tons of rock, dirt and lumber.
No attempt is made by the helmet
HELP IN THE RESCUE, ALTHOUGH
men to extricate these bodies, a touch
TONS OF DEBRIS LIE ON MANY upon the protruding member
estabof
no
the
that
spark
lishing
certainty
OF THE REMAINS.
life exists.
per-lin-
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SPEAKS TWICE

GREAT MISTAKE

Vidaur-razaga-

TO LET HEWETT

MOBILE

DAWSON

.Mexico City
on the invitation of
Huerta, were ended by his Hut re,
fusal to accompany Colonel
secretary to General
minister of war, giving as his
reason the illness of his wife. Colonel Vidaurrnzaga continued his
to induce General Diaz to
change his decision, but finally left
for the capital on a special train Sun-day night. Diaz and his family reniained here.
General Diaz expressed the belief
that the war department would grant DR , GEORGE A. D03SEY, FAMOUS
his application for retirement,
OF
CHICAGO
a few of his friends point to
ANTHROPOLOGIST
the possibility that the answer may
APPOINTCRITICIZES
UNIVERSITY,
come in the form of an order of arrest.
MENT OF PROMOTER TO HEAD
General niuz said last night he realized he had no chance for election to
ARCHAEOLOGICAL
WORK.
tile presidency.
lis plans for the
future are not yet made, but he
to establish a temporary resi-.- i AGREES ENTIRELY WITH
I u..
Ill i el il
wriu:i.- i..
Senora Diaz is not seriously ill, but
PROFS. BOAS AND TOZZER
sufficiently to serve as an excuse!
in
in
genthe
lor
the
delay
early
day
eral's return. Colonel Vidaurrazaga's
evidently resulted In
HOW FOUR SCIENTISTS
importunities
the frank declaration that he did not V
REGARD E. L. HEWETT.
,
brother-in-lawto
Diaz'
intend
Four scientists of great univer- go.
was
arrested yesterLeander Alcolea,
sities thus express themselves of
N
Dr. Edgar l.ee Hewetf.
day for alleged interference at one of
"Hewett.X
the polls. Senor Alcolea protested
Dixon of Harvard:
has no standing among scient- against what he considered irregularities and a policeman joined him
ists in tills country or elsewhere 3k
in the discussion. An hour later the
except as successful promoter."
policeman had been made a soldier X Tozzer, of Harvard: "Hewett's
and Alcolea was in jail.
methods of work served as a X
The elections in Vera Cruz did not
laughing stock to many of us." Si
disturb the usual Sunday calm of the
Boas, of Columbia: "I fully JS
agree with Tozzer's opinion of X
city, the only noticeable difference
being the absence of the weekly bull V Edgar L. Hewett. I place no con- - Si
S
by the i fidence iu him."
fight, which was postponed
authorities.
The official report of
Dorsey, of Chicago: "Agree X
entirely wilh opinion as Boas
just how many votes were cast will
not be made public for several days,
and Tozzer. In my opinion tre-- Si
but all Vera Cruz knows that the S mendous mistake made Hewett S
twenty-twdirector.''
S
polling places in the city
were quiet end unfrequented spots.
President Wilson's personal
That. it was a tremendous mistake
.lohn Lind, inspected a few
of the polls, but was unable to find to have made Mr. Edgar L. Hewett,
director of the School of American
any voters.
General Felix Diaz, the candidate Archaeology; that Mr. Hewett's methfor the national democratic party, ods of work are a laughing stock and
who regards himself as no better than that he has no confidence in Mr. Hew
from attempt ett these are the opinions expressed
a prisoner, abstained
ing to exercise the franchise, His by Professor George Amos Dorsey, a
partisans, however, early in the day noted anthropologist of the University
distributed big hand bills urging the of Chicago, who was xae United
public to vote for him and Requena. States delegate to the International
A fresh lot of small hand bills ad- congress of Anthropology and Prehisvocating the candidacy of Huerta and toric Archaeology at Paris, in 1900
Posted and who visited many parts of the
were distributed.
Ulanquet.
prominently throughout tho city were world in l!to8 for the Field Museum
of which he is curator.
larger bills of the same character.
In reply to a telegram sent him by
Followers of Manuel Calero and
Jesus Flores Magon, the liberal can- the New Mexican asking him his opindidates, posted a few bills telling of ion of Hewett, and telling him what
the virtues of their leaders, but not Professors Boas and Tov.zer have said ,
many appeared to favor Fedorlco of Hewett, Dr. 'Dorsey replies as tot
Yj'
',
4hr'
(laniboa and General Eugenie Kason, 'uws:
Western Union Telegraph Co.
of the Catholic
the representatives
1913.
CHICAGO, ILL., OCT. 26,
party.
EDITOR THE NEW MEXICAN.
SANTA FE, N. M.
MRS. EATON GOES
AGREE ENTIRELY WITH OPINi!lau-qiie-
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Mobile, Ala., Oct. 27. President Wilson arrived in Mobile early today to
make two speeches to members of the
He
Southern Commercial congress.
had breakfast with representatives of
the Commercial Congress. Later, he
was to make his principal address, review a parade, speak Briefly from the
reviewing stand and at 12: 10 leave on
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Washington, 13. C, Oct. 27. On the
Ludlow, Colo., Oct. 27. Nearly 100
face of the meagre returns from the
from
Trinidad
deputies
today
Alabamanned
of
Pearson
,Rlchard
Hobson,
Mexico elections and apparent indicain con- lattempted to talte the strikers' tent
who introduced a resolution
tions that a president had not been
.
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Icolouy
but
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back
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United
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urohihit
chosen, officials in Washington today
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approximately
states the sale of alcoholic liquors,
(Maimed justification for the policy of
a
following
spirited
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was todav elected a life member of jstrikers
this government in declining in adthe World's Womans' Christian Tern - ot sho's continuing for half an hour. his
vance to recognize the elections as
train for Washington.
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ment of I resident Wilson here to to Although
the total number of recovered bodies Mr8 Am)ie R wieseli
nea(i of (lie idad in steel cars.
here the prevailing
authorities
the
which
seven
dead
Of
the
Deputies Enroute.
up to 1C2.
Aabanla delegation, who announced
open the Southern Commercial con- opinion was that Huerta would retain
Trinidad, Colo., Oct. 27 Quiet prehave been brought from the mine that the W. C. T. V. of that state
was a trip up and d:wn the har- his authority and that a new congress
since midnight, not one was identified. would contribute his $100 membership vailed this morning in the Ludlow gress
bor tod iv. As the revenue cutler would proclaim the election null and
The task of identification is
fee. The convention thereupon voted and Berwind canyon districts where
was Wisdom, v ith the president a t.l h's void.
growing more difficult and to send $100 to Hobson to be used yesterday an all day skirmish
from the
Definite announcement
it is believed now that of the 101 in his temperance campaign in Ala- waged between strikers and armed party aboard, proceeded nit the harHuerta government of the election
bodies remaining in the mine today, bama and the delegates from Maine, guards. The strikers claim today that bor, a stenner flying the
flag outcome is not looked for here for sev800 armed men posted
few will ever be identified.
Pennsylvania and Kentucky contribut- they have over
was noticed lying near a British eral days. A few dispatches were rein the hills about the camps of
The bodies of Mine Superintendent ed $300 more for the same purpose.
ceived by Secretary Bryan from MexiBerwind. Cedar Hill, Hastings freighter.
Mrs. Sarah L. Oberholtzer, of Phila
William McDermolt and of Henry P.
co City. They contained no detailed
or
t'10
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the
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No
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at
Ludlow
presman
the
colony
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wealthy young
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delphia, In charge of the department
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there.
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president
from New York,
0f school savings and thrift, announc- territory
but all asserted that the vote
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go
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of the Stag Canon Fuel ;8aved by school children in the United
in mine No.
had been light. The reports were
company. Both men, with sixteen otli-- ' States in the last twenty years in the camps and reinforce the guards now on flag as the revenue cutter passed.
to President Wilson at. Mobile.
Majority Leader Oscar Underwood sent
ers were buried under tons of debris, School Savings Banks organized by duty, were delayed here for two hours
Very Meager Returns.
this morning when the train crew of the house of representatives, arPositive knowledge was had last the W. C. T. U.
Mexico City, Mex Oct. 27. The re"This saving system has proved to struck, refusing to haul the officers. rived late at the breakfast given in
night that not of the 284 miners
elections may
of the deputies, honor of the president, and was given turns of yesterday's
caught in the explosion of Stag Canon jbe a great damper to the cigarette George Hunt, one
possibly be known within a week, but
finally took charge of the engine, and an ovation.
mine No. 2 laBt Wednesday remains in habit," she said.
it is more likely that a fortnight will
The president, spoke extemporanethe mine alive. Late Sunday the en- - Rosaliind, Countess of Carlisle, was with two other deputies acting as firebefore the count is placed
10:F,0.
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Not even a good guess us to who
that those bodies which have ens, of Portland. Me., vice president. special train were instructed to make the south, because the south has the
be
of the poll can
not been located are lying buried be Miss Anna Gordon, of Evanston, 111., their way to Tobasco. Berwind and gift of speaking for herself. I came was at the top
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In
the original death list, Mary E. Sanderson, of Canada, treas- Two hundred strikers are spread out present and prospective relations with nearby states, are fragmentary.
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was increased by the death of two
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The convention will close tonight. of Ludlow and "50 are said to be in ture is going to be very different for may be known within day
met men in their heroic efforts to save
The
tent
Ludlow
at
Telegrams received today by the
trenches
colony.
this hemisphere from the pnsr. Those
a possible life.
The interior showed
unionists declare that the guards inTwenty-threlying to th,e south which have department of
lives were saved after
at Guadalajara and
tend to attack the tents.
always been our neighbors wiil be that tho elections
the explosion which, according to gov- DEFENDS CAUSE
Fire Section House.
drawn closer to each other by com- ToHioa passed off in orderly manner,
ernment mine rescue experts, was the
OF PRESIDENT
Most of Them for Huerta.
Interests
of
Trinidad, Colo., Oct. 27. Early this mon
greatest in point of violence iu the
HUERTA IN MEXICO 'afternoon 1he section, house, south of do nottiestie natunderstanding.
Cruz. Mex.. Oct. 27. Provi
someVra
.
it
ionsN.Sgether;
and
United
the
of
i
States,
history
jthe Ludlow station was set on fire by times separates them. But sympathy sional President Huerta obtained 1565.
which they say ranks third in its apKansas Cits', Mo., Oct. 27 Defense jstrikers, according to a report re- - and understanding do bind I hem T- of the 2,000 votes cast in Vera Cruz
palling loss of life. Last night a toColo-iat yesterday's election, according to
ogether.
tal of 155 dead had been brought to of Provisional Huerta's administration ceived at the local offices of the
You hear of concessions to foreign tile official returns.
Mexico, and denial that the Mexican irado and Southern. The guards, in the
the surface and after vain efforts of
Isteel cars, are stationed ahoul a mile ,cat)ital in
General Felix Diaz polled S00 and
but you don'!
identification, the pathetic word "un- executive had a share in the murder
a half south of Ludlow, according llear of concessions to foreign capital the remainder were scattered among
known1 "was engraved upon the cof- of President Madero and Vice Presi-lanIN
TOZZER.
ION AS BOAS AND
,
ON STAND IN HER
tne lInite( states. They are not other candidates.
bodies were dent Suarez was made by Rev. Johni'o reports received here. A resump-jj,fins in which thirteen
MY OPINION TREMENDOUS MISis
of
to
Coast.
flrine
West
invit-imomentarily
expected
Cruiser
are
of
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a
missionary,!"0"
Krantn,i
They
Ouadlajara,
OWN DEFENSE TAKE MADE HEWETT DIRECTOR-(Signedplaced. It is that word which is aug- Koyandl,
Berlin, Oct. 27. The German pro
an address before the annual meet- - Denver, Colo., Oct. 27. With officers je() to make nv.pStmenls. It is an invi-inmenting the grief of the mine camp.
GEO. A. DORSEY.
still
of
National
Guard
Colorado
the
sailed
today
cruiser
And
tected
states
not
a
of
Nuremberg
of the American board
commistatlotli
privilege.
Scenes in the morgue are becoming
are Santa Feans who have
There
27
Mrs.
Oct.
m
on
unuer
the
oraers
Mass.,
Mazatlan
iu
nuiu
uienmeives
for
Yokohama
Plymouth,
from
I
con-concessions
tmU are obliged to grant
intolerable in their pathos. Decom- sions for foreign missions held in
Hewreadiness for instructions to assemble gre
Pacific coast of Mexico. She will re- Jennie May Eaton, resumed the stand believed for some time that Mr.
the condltou that foreign
position has added to the horror of nection with the National Council of
is
a
as
director
misfit
of
the
School
ett
for
the
start
in
commanders
and
disturbances
the
main there during
terests are apt to dominate their
for cross examination, today in her of American
mutilation, and wives and relatives of the Congressional churches here
coal fields. Further military mest,c affairg Such a condition of af- - that country,
Archaeology, despite the
known to have been burled in day.
trial for the murder of her husband, opinion of Charles Fletcher Lummis,
wnne
arwere
will
hatted
toaay
The German cruiser Berlin
fairs is likely to become intolerable.
He also paid strong tribute to the operations
the mine, stand how at the morgue
Los Angeles litterateur. It has been
with And
Governor Amnions conferred
it is emancipation from this inev- rive at. Vera Cruz in a short time to Rear Admiral Eaton.
gazing in horrified doubt upon a con- rule of Porflrio Diaz, as worthy of the
operators and miners.
Mrs. Eaton denied that she tried, stated that Mr. Hewett does not
itable subordination which we deem it relieve the cruiser Ilertha.
torted, lacerted face which may, and epigram:
the confidence of the great scienAlthough the government gave out our duty to assist in.
"He made a nation and destroyed a
through Dr. C. H. Colegate, to have
"Misquoted" Probably.
yet may not, that of their loved one.
no statement it was known that over
min- the admiral committed to an asylum. tists of the great universities in the
27.
British
Oct.
The
achieveA brief moment only is given for identheir
"Their
London,
people."
to have him exam- east. Expressions from Harvard and
Dr. Howland has lived 31 years in night developments renewed his hope llpn(g jn gp,te ()f th(ae dilterencea de. ister to Mexico did see some journal- She merely
tification, the condition of the bodies
the
of
settlement
a
of
peaceful
possible
ined.
was
interview
He
under
in
the influence of Columbia so indicate. And how about
of
the
course
and
but
the
admiration
the
serve
l
nothing
ists, but
being such that they cannot long be Mexico as head of the Collegio
in progress in the
been
has
strike
that
or
told of a the middle west? The famous anthrosort
time.
She
at
to
world.
of
no
the
the
reference
at Ouadlajara.
he made
drugs
any
exposed. A look of doubt In the eyes
fields
since applause
of Chicago Vniversity today
of the one upon whom the last hope
"The widespread idea that General southern Colorado coal
so much that kind to the intentions or the policy of tootli that decayed over night and she pologist
in
"I
nothing
rejoice
retHIS opinion.
23. The governor was
of identification
we the United States in regard to Mexico. was of the opinion that the admiral speaks
and
be
rests, a sad, slow Huerta seized tho presidency," said September
will
emancipated
they
to the proposals discussed at
Who He Is.
state- tampered with it while she slept. At
shake of the head and "unknown", is he, "or that he came in through the icent as
ought to be the first iu taking part in The foregoing is an authorized
ofof the prosecutor
she
the
is famous. Here is a
Dr.
at
the
entered upon the roster of dead at door of assassination is entirely incor- his conference.
ment
request
issiud
in
foreign
Dorsey
today
that
emancipation."
Negotiations between the governor, assisting
the morgue.
rect. His acceptance of the provisPresident Wilson left Mobile early fice where the officials have heard at showed her teeth that Mr. Barker sketch of him as published on page
dehad
the
miners
and
the
operators
And then there are those that are ional presidency precluded his being a
Sir Lionel might detect, the effects of the poison. 583 of Who's Who iu America,
at noon. The this afternoon on the return trip to length from the minister,
Asked how she knew her husband
identified as "probably" a certain per- candidate in the present election and' veloped nothing definite to meet
(a book C. F. Lummis refers to
Carden, on the divergent reports relaWashington.
declined
thp
have
was using drug, she said:
son. To the family whose member he his government was established and operators
as a standard of scientific attainto point tive to his recent interview.
Tho
digressed
president
conferences
and
miners
proceeded
"I bad luncheon one day in Chicago ment.)
reBefore taking any further steps in
might have been will live always the both officially and popularly accepted
with Governor Am out that the department of state
the
.sorrowful, wondering thought that he before the death of President Ma- during as a morning
"tried to serve in that regard to Mexico, England intends to and I was looking out of the window,
had
Dorsey, George Amos Anthropolocently
underwas
It
nions
who lies buried as their loved
no specific in- await the results of the elections In' when I saw a peculiar white smoke, gist; born Hebron, Ohio, Feb. 6, 1868;
one, dero."
mentioned
but
wise"
the
miners
insist
the
that
stood
that
may have been of another name, anthat country and also information as like steam from a locomotive. I said son Edwin Jackson and Mary Elma
operators grant them a check weigh-man- , stances.
other nationality.
to myself, 'Goodness! can it be pos- (Grove) D.,- brother of Clarence WilHUNDREDS OF STRIKE
he
to the policy of the United States.
the
"the
"In
continued,
future,"
an
and
a
pay day
The mine remained relatively clear
sible that Joe is in Chicago?' Then bur D. (q. v.) A. B. Denison U. 1888
BREAKERS AT CALUMET eight-hou-r
to
informed
will
us
was
The
south
draw
Press
the
of
Associated
nations
are
proday all of which
of the "death gas" which heretofore
Calumet, Mich., Oct. 27. Hundreds vided under the law. That the opera- closer and closer to us because of! at the foreign office today that noth I found that the smoke came from the (LLD. 19U9), A. B. Harvard, 1890, Ph.
had so seriously impeded the rescue of men are expected here this week
tors would assure the governor that those circumstances of which I am ing would be done without consulta pipe of a Chinaman who was smoking 1). ISM; married Ida Chadkesy, of
work. The difference within the mine to take the places of copper mine strik
I knew by that the admiral Kansas City, Dec. 8, 1912. Traveled
opium.
would obey the aw" was as far speaking. We must prove ourselves Hon with the United States.
"they
was plainly discernible, even to the ers. A special train with several hunand conducted anthropological investiPresident Wilson Is expected to smoked opium."
as the operators would agree to go, their friends and champions on terms
Associated Press correspondent, who dred men for the Calumet aud Hecla
gations in South America for the Chito unofficial reports from of equality and honor. We can't be communicate with Sir Edward Grey,
according
accompanied helmet men into the and Superior mines left St. Ignace this the conference room.
superintendcago Exposition. 1891-2- ;
fast friends on any other terms than the British foreign secretary, as soon CURRENCY BILL DISCUSSED
mine recesses in exploration work
morning and preparations have been
here occurred when the those of equality. And we must show as he determines on his line of action.
clash
SESSION ent archaeology, department anthro"The
IN
EXECUTIVE
The mental impression of condi- - made to give it adequate protection
assistant in anAs the recognition of Provisional
pology, same, 1892-3- ;
believed that the ourselves friends by comprehending
1894-5- ,
tions deep into the mine cannot be when It arrives. A meeting of Finnish strikers apparently
instructor, 1895-6- .
tt attack the tent their interests whether they square President Huerta by Great Britain
D. C,
Oct. 27. The thropology,
intended
deputies
Washington,
put, accurately,
into words.
The strikers to take a vote on the question
assistant curator anthropoloLater it was learned that the with our interests or not. It is a very lasts only until election has been con- final struggle over the currency bill Harvard;
1896-8- ,
tragedy of it all is beyond description. of going back to work failed to mater- colony. were on their way to Tabas- perilous thing to determine a foreign cluded, she will then be free to con- began in. the
curator since 1898, Field
gy
tocommittee
banking
Over wreckage, heaped and strewn ialize, the opposition . proving too deputies
co to the relief of the small force of policy in terms of material interests. sider any proposals emanating from day when the committee went into Mus. of Natural History, Chicago; prothroughout every foot of the mine, strong.
the United States, with which she de- executive session with a well defined fessor comparative anatomy, Northguards In that camp said to be sur-- It is indeed a degrading thing.
struggle the men who fearlessly face
"The development of constitutional sires to work in harmony.
sentiment in favor of a government western V. Dental Sch., since 1898;
rounded by a large force of strikers.
momentary death to rescue nothing GOVERNMENT PARTY
assistant
anthropology,
On the contrary, England has not controlled central bank in evidence.
professor
liberty and world human rights, the
Had Broken Armistice,
but the dead. Fighting death from
VICTORIOUS IN ITALY.
General compromise on the various 1905-8- . associate professor since 1908,
When news of today's clash reached maintenance of national integrity as initiated, or participate! in any exblack damp, guided only by the flash
Rome, Oct. 27 The further results finvernnr Amnions he let It he known against material interests
that is our change views between the European provisions of the administration bill Cnivcrsity of Chicago.
from their electric torch lights, some- of the Italian eeneml elections rpnnrt, that he considered the
Visited Emjpe, Egypt, India, Ceywas looked for.
had creed. I want to take occasion to say, powers in regard to Mexico.
strikers
times walking, often crawling, these ed today confirm the government vic- broken the virtual armistice which it too, that the United States will not
When the committee met it had be- lon, Java. Australia, Bismarck archiAll For Huerta.
helmet-claislheroes defy the law of tory and it is certain that the premier was understood was to he effective seek again to secure one additional
Eagle Pass, Texas, Oct. 27. Official fore it three tentative bills providing pelago. New Guinea, Philippine
self preservation in their slow pro- will have a large majority of supelection in government controlled banks, draw n and, China, Japan, for Field Mus.
the outcome of the governor's foot of territory by conquest. It will returns of the Mexican
pending
gress to the mine faces In order to porters in the chamber of deputies, efforts to arrange a settlement.
devote herself to showing an honest Piedras Negras. showed Huerta poll- - tat the committee's request. One was 1908; member editorial staff and forof the Chicago
It was and fruitful use of the territory she ed 3705 votes; Felix Diaz. 122, and that advanced by Frank A. Vanderlip. eign commissioner
At 2 o'clock this afternoon
another was framed by Charles A. Co- Tribune since July, 1909. V. S. delesaid that militia officers had been cau has and she must regard it as one of Federico Gamboa, 3.
congress anthro- Still Fighting at Monterey.
inant, of Xew York, and the other gate international
tioned to stay where the state off- the duties of friendship to see that
from no quarter are material interests
icials could reach them by telephone.
Laredo. Tex., Oct. 27. Advices from lv as formulated by Prof. Jeremiah W.
(Ccntir.urd p1
Pueblo, Colo., Oct. 27. Four hun made superior to human liberty and constitutionalist sources in Monterey, Jenks.
under date of October 26, received ,
dred members of the Colorado na- national comity.
"I say this merely to fix what our here todav stated that fierce fighting
tional guard are mobilized in nine
southern Colorado towns ready to real relationship Ehould be. It is a re- was then under way in the streets ..
.
.
There have been a few rumors cir- OF TRANSFER OF SCHOOL
TO leave at an instant's notice for the lationship of a family of mankind de- l lie rebels were m possession or the
culated (proDably for a purpose) that CALIFORNIA.'
huto
the
relations
voted
vanfrom
which
other
National
and
strike
region.
railway depot
Harvard has an envious eye on the
Men are now under arms at Fowler, man liberty springs. We have Been tage points where they have artillery
Then he adds another blow to the
School of American Archaeology and
interests
material
threaten
constituto
Holly, Lajunta, Lamar, Ordway, Delta,
sweep tne broad avenue
planted
that Harvard. graduates, loyal to their rumors:
and
Colorado tional liberty In America, so we know Calzada Union, the advices said.
Durango
Montrose,
Alamogordo, X. M., Oct. 27. H. H. l Meanwhile, Major had married again.
"SANTA
FE
IN
BEST
iAlma Mater, desire very much to take
PLACE
While not in the center of the city, Majors, an attorney, was arrested here his bride liavinir been Miss Tsabelle
Springs. The companies from south- how to sympathize. I would rather
the school over to Cambridge, or trans- COUNTRY FOR ARCHAEOLOGICAL
to
a
nation
is
ern Colorado will be the first ones to belong
that
free the rebels1 position was said to be a last night on the charge of murder, Gibson, an El Paso school teacher, forpoor
SCHOOL."
plant it in California.
bo sent to the strike zone If Governor than a rich nation which has ceased commanding one.
Ithe charge growing out of the death merly of San Antonio. Texas. She is
Of course, this talk is nonsensical
Professor Tozzer ought to know if Amnions orders out the
to love freedom. Morality and not
lof hs daughter, Eudora. Her death at present seriously Ul and under oh- troops.
as is seen by a telegram sent by Pro- Harvard has any designs on this
Vera Cruz, Oct. 27. The last shred 'followed the sudden death of her mo- - servation.
expediency is the thing that must
Disbarment proceedings
fessor Alfred Tozzer to President school. It is pleasing to see the Har- KATHERINE ELKINS
guide us and we must never condone binding General Felix Diaz and Gen- ther, and the payment of the mother's are now pending before the attorney
Dorman of the Santa Fe Chamber of vard professor is prompt In labeling
MARRIES "BILLY" HITT iniquity.."
eral Huerta was severed Sunday when insurance money. The insurance com- - general of New Mexico against Major
Commerce. In the telegram Professor these rumors as buncombe just as the
The president's speech was con- General Diaz telegraphed to the de- - pany declined to pay the Insurance on charges of having illegally dispos- Elkins, W. Va Oct. 27. Katherine
Tozzer says:
New Mexican branded the story that Elkins,
daughter of the late Senator stantly interrupted by applause. He partment of war his resignation asjon the daughter and her body was dis- - ed of funds of clients. Judge Peyton
"ALL OF US HERE AT HARVARD "word comes from Los Angeles that
Stephen B. Elkins, was married here rode through crowded streets bow- brigadier general of the army. The interred and the stomach analyzed in F. Edwards, of Et Paso, is pushing the
ARB AMAZED AND DISAPPROVE the angelenoes are after the school."
this aftetrnoon to "Billy" Hill.
ing and nodding to cheering throngs.
negotiations regarding his trip to El Paso. The arrest of Major followed, disbarment claims.
Dawson, N. M,, Oct. 27. Hescue
men, helmeted and unhelmeted spent
their energies today in an attempt t
remove bodies of the dead in Mine No.
Fuel company
2 of the Stag Canon
from beneath the mass of wreckage
under which many of the bodies lie,
Practically every accessible Doay naa
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MONDAY

SKIN Rheumatic Blood
is Whole Story
OF GRABBERS

"FINE TRIP" DECLARES; GOT UNDER THE

Kl

First In

ARTHUR

SELiGMAN

FORMER MAYOR OF SANTA FE AND
ERVIEN,

New Cranberries!

P. THEY WERE FORCED

WITH FRIENDS, HAVE MOTORED

712
AND

R

WITH

SCENERY

DENIAL

NOT
NEDY

WEATHER.

MADE

TO

FILE DEMURRER

DEFORE CHARGE,

and Meat, $3.50 per

Oyster Shells
Meat Scraps,
Ground Charcoal,

.

.

.

Poultry and Stock FoodComposed
of Corn, Bran, Oatsand Alfalfa,

KEN-

SIGNIFICANT-CONGRESSM-

$2.50

"

$ .03

"

'....$

WieiimafWHi
Corod.

SO IS

INDIGNANT.

27,

EGG PRODUCERS
Green Cut Bone
cwt.

Sciatica. Lttmbftso. and
Dreaded Articular

--

OCTOBER

.05 "

ffl QC

vlv

pCI

"

lb.

"

vnU

GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE
19

ZPECODSTE
"W.
Oilson Gardner.)
trouble."
Washington, Oct. 27. The big powfrom er grabbers, through their represenH Such is the message received chairtations in congress and out, have filed
former Major Arthur Seligman,
man of the Santa Fe county road a demurrer. The story of the Missisheard, who is making a 1200 mile sippi River Power company grab at
swing of the slate, with Land Commis- Keokuk has got under the skin.
C.
A.
sioner R. P. Ervien and a party of
Kennedy,
Representative
friends. Mr. Seligman sends the New whose home district includes Keokuk,
w,: Mexican word from Deming which he Iowa, denies indignantly that the gov
reached Friday. He says: "We are ernment will be compelled to pay for
now about half way over the triangle, or furnish power to operate the locks
712
miles. The iu the Mississippi at that point. Major ion Will Feel Like an Acrobat After Cslnc
having traversed
8. B. S.
weather has been exceptionally good M. Meigs, the army engineer who has
the temperature here yesterday was supervised the work for the war deRheumatism Is simply n name given to
tl jfijErnHte a variety of pains, and can only
partment, joins in the denial.
86 in the shade.
N THESE DAYS OP MODERN METH
by Irrigating the entire blood
As this charge was never made, the !.' reached
"We ran from Santa Fe to Roswell
supply with a naturally assimilative
is
not
one
rheumaThe
denial
standard
There
is
but
charge
significant.
the first day in 7 hours and 25 minuODS, Electricity plays a most impotic 'ii remedy, and is sold in all drug stores
tes. The road was the finest I ever that was made, and which stands
the name of S. S, S. Attempts are
rtant part.
The grandfather would
claimed
n
to
be
to
on
is
sell
made
that
Feb.
(!':,
something
congress
motored .over, for a dirt highway.
Insist
"Jn:,(- as good."
you will
S.
From Roswell we went to Alamogordo, 5, 1905, granted a perpetual franchise have nothing but S. 8. positively
be amazed at the radiance of the mod- pure vegetable elements
a distance of 122 miles, In 8 hours. to this power company to construct a nndIt iscontains only free
PHONE 85 MAIN.
of mercury, iodide
nbsoluteiy
em home and why all this light? To
The road was excellent and the scen- dam across the Mississippi, with no of potash or arsenic.
of consequence, except a
restrictions
(ii nn i.vpes or rneiima-tlsj.ue
was
ery
make the home more homelike to make
beautiful, especially through
the use cf 8. 8. 8. Is a line tribute
proviso that locks should be construct- 1o theby natural efficacy of this remarkable
the Mescalero-Apachcountry. From ed
nahome the most pleasant spot on earth
to
as
Is
the
that
for
assimilated
It
and
Just
medicine,
open
keep
navigation
AIamogordot.o El Paso, a distance of
FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP
turally, Just as specifically, and Just as
!)4
we covered in 4 hours these locks and their appurtenances, well ordained as the most acceptable, most
miles,
for
mother and children. Good light
father,
SAWED WOOD
CERR1LLOS LUMP
palatable, and most readily digested food.
and 55 minutes. We visited the White when completed, should become the Tin
not fnll to Ret a bottle of 8. S. S.
of
the
The
is
WOOD
property
government.
that
CORD
easy on the eyes is very much to be
Siiiids which proved to be well worth
You will be astonished at the reSTEAM COAL
sults. If your rheumatism is of such a
joker came in the provision concern nature
desired.
like
would
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
to
consult a
seeing.
that you
"From El Paso we motored to Dem- ing operation of the locks after com- specialist, write to the medical department.
The Swift Specific Co., 220 Swift Bldg.,
IT.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T & S. F. Railroad Depot.
ing 90 miles, which we made in 3 pletion. It is pointed out that the
Oa.
Atlanta,
hours and 53 minutes. From Deming S. government would have to pay
we go to Silver City, thence to the for the operation and maintenance ot in the first instance and now must
these locks and their accessories for- pay to maintain and operate the locks,
jChino Copper company's property at ever. In other words,
congress granls! why should not the profit go into the
Hurley and Santa Rita; thence to a
way in perpetuity a franchise worth treasury instead of into the pockets
Lake Valley,
Hillsboro,
Elephant millions of dollars to the
)f private owners!
Butte, Carthage and on to Aluunuer- ster water power Interests, and then
que to Santa Fe."
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
the
federal
to
must
government
pay
All In Good Health.
LUXE
by SANTA FE
Mr. Seligman writes that all in the keep open navigation obstructed
j
'The West Point of (he Southwest.
dam.
this
private
THIRD
STARTS
party a'-- j enjoying good health and
IS QUITE SO CONVEN
The question of whether the com- are much pleased with the trip. He
Ranked as "Distinguished
'
DEC.
SEASON
9
furnishes
to
the
pany
power
operate
adds:
"One
has
"
U
to
but
IENT as to touch the .button and
S.
make a trip
Institution
by the
like this to realize the immensity, the locks is not material. The fact is
War Department.
stove is ready to cook your
the
is
not
j
to
that
company
will
your
compelled
its
Fe
The
Santa
begin
grandeur of the state of Xew Mexico
Located In the beautiful Peooi
which offers every kind of scenic furnish any such power, and it is a third season December 9, 1913. The
Iron
to use, your toasted
ready
Vailey.S,700feetnboveealevel,
thrill to the tourist from the magni- safe assumption that this corporation success of this innovation in railroadnot
will
ucsbine every day. Ooen air
for
hurried
for
the
give
away
now
something
an established fact, and
breakfast, your vacuficent valleys basking in a
ready
ing is
work throughout the entire sesnothing for any very extended period. the demand for space on the train is
to
sun
for
the
um
the
cleaner
chilling
of
ready
fray, your washer
atmosphere
sion.
Conditions tor physical
The act of February 5, 1905, pro- so great that reservations are being
the ascetic peaks which look down
and mental development are
to cool the heatfan
to
cleanse,
ready
ready
"That
vides
when
the
said
dam, lock, made two months in advance.
from their wild and awesome
IDEAL such as cannot be found
ed rooms.
dry dock, and appurtenant works Bhall
Electricity will do every thing
elsewhere In America. FourThe Santa Fe was the first railroad
teen officers and Instructors, all
The Santa Feans have now been have been completed to the satisfac- in America which had the courage to
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
graduates from standard Eastthe following counties: Sart tion of the secretary of war, tin charge an excess fare of twenty-fivthrough
day and night' Estimates and full InforTen buildings,
United States shall have the owner
ern colleges.
ta Fe, Torrance, Lincoln.
Chaves, ship and control of the said lock, dry dollars simply for very fine service.
modern in every respeot.
mation cheeerfulfy given.
The
of the train was not taken
liima, want, Otero, Guadalupe, Dona dock and
their appurtenance, and op into speed
Ana. Mr. Seligman Is
..
Resents :
consideration In basing the exa diary erate and maintain
keeping
the same." Her? tra
E. A. CAHOON, President.
and a log of the entire trip which
charge. The big idea behind the
J. E. RHEA, Vloe Preslden
some day may furnish material for is a specific provision in the act which
has been, not how fast, but
Treasurer.
the
WHITE.
to
p.
for
compels
government
pay
j,
an interesting story of the great Sunhow fine.
JOHN W. POE, Secretary.
and
maintenance
of
these
operation
shine State.
The number of passengers is limitW. A. FINLAY.
works which it has allowed a private ed to
i
Mr. Seligman sends kindest
sixty, because this makes possiregards
to
in
Illustrated
and
navthe
of
corporation
way
place
r ror particulars
"to all the bovs."
ble a more Individual service in the
address,
igation.
car. The train carries a lady's
Further than that, another provi- dining
maid
and
manicure, a valet, a barber
of
JOW
sion
the act reads: "Provided, that
a stenographer.
Bathing facilithe United States shall bear the cost and
YEARS TROUBLE of the supervision, rrf the work by an ties are provided, and no comfort or
of modern home life is missengineer officer of the army as pro- luxury
Columbus, Ohio, Oct. 27. Because a vided for in section one of this act, ing.
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
Is the only extra-farThe
)v ate a vest July 2, 1907, six years and also the cost of maintaining and
'
litigation and hundred of dollars in operating the lock and dry dock with train between Chicago and Los Angerailroad. It makes the
surt costs followed.
.
their appurtenances, after their com- les via any
e
run in
hours, alThe vest containd a lease nn ir.,o pletion and due acceptance by the sec- It
crosses
four
mountain
land in Licking County and nrovidpd retary of war on behalf of the United though
ST. LOUIS, IRON MOUNTAIN & SOUTHERN CO.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and tl. Best
that the Bennington Oil and tras Com. States." If there could be any more ranges and that takes time.
All the cars are new and built en
of Satisfaction Ouaranteed.
WESTERN PACIFIC RAILWAY CO.'i
or
law
lease
246
acres
of land from Park '"am Provision
than this, it
ijiany
tirely of steel. They are heated by
uecrow. j iie vest, was hnne- nn a rail noes not appear how.
steam
and illuminated by electricity.
lence Dy justice Shipley, who drew
it tins were not enough the state104 DON GASPER ST.
the instrument, while the Maeistrnle ments of the company itself would be There are four Pullmans; two are
Telephone 9 W
SHORTEST LINE TO
composed entirely of drawing-rooms- ,
(drank from a spring; the boving grab sufficient to show that these eminent one
is a compartment car, and one a
r
bed the waistcoat while
grabbers have no intenShipley's back
car with observation parDI1VER, COLORADO SPRINGS and PUEBLO,
was turned.
tion of being burdened with mainlor and large rear platform. A club
A substftue lease didn't
locks
taining
and
any
government
Where Direct Connections are Made
eithdry car and a dining car are also carried.
er party and the case went satisfy
into Court, dock. In Moody's manual (the blue The meals are served by Fred
Harvey,
of
book
The
for
in
finance)
the
1913,
Court
Supreme
July,
FOR ALL EASTERN AND SOUTHERN POINTS
today sent It
After December 9 the train wili
information furnished about the Misback for a new trial.
leave
each
Chicago
Tuesday during
sissippi River Power company,
apthe winter except the Tuesday beTRAVELERS TO THE EAST
pears the following significant senfore Christmas.
For the eastbound
BAD LANGUAGE
tence:
will find every want anticipated in the modern high-clatrip it will leave Los Angeles on the
"Under
an
with
U.
the
agreement
OVER
same day of the week.
TELEPHONE S. government the new lock and
License Numbers, is-1Day or Night Phone, 130 Main.
service provided by the through sleeping Car routes to St.
dry
Mlssouri-Pacific-lro- n
Mountain.
Door
Postoffice.
to
over
Next
Louis
the
dock will upon completion become the
1
27. Alleged to
Oct.
Pittsburgh,
property of the government, which BRAUE ENGINEER
have been using improper language will relieve the
company from anv lia
To Salt Lake City and Pacific Coast
over the telephone to girls in depart
STICKS TO POST
bility for their operation and up keep."
Grande-Western
Rio
ment
&
Denver
stores.
Points
John Langsdale, aged 25, This amounts to a
THROUGH
state
very
plain
e
of Milroy street, was ordered to forfeit ment
Pacific Rail way-ThRoyal
St. Thomas, Ont., Oct. 27. With the
that not the company, but the
$50 or serve 30 days in the workhouse
Gorge-FeathRiver Route, acknowledged to be the Scenic
government Is liable for the main- engine cab enveloped in flames as the
by Magistrate Christian Saam in Cen- tenance and
FREIGHT
Line PAR EXCELLENCE of all America.
ASK FOR TICKETS
of the dock and result of the fire box blowing out, Entral police court.
Langsdale was locks built Into the dam.
gineer Kingston, running the fast Wacharged with being a suspicious pen
to St.
The power company has already bash express from Buffalo
son,
FOR INFORMATION AS TO RATES, ETC., CALL ONj
made a contract for 999 years with a Thomas brought the .locomotive to a
Numerous complaints had been re- distributing company in St. Louis to stop near Marshville after sticking to
ceived by the police of a man using furnish 60,000 horsepower per annum his post for some minutes with the fire
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass
a telephone in a Diamond street cafe. at a contract price of $1,000,000 per blazing beside him. When the flames
New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico
He would call girls in department annum. Poor's Manual (another finan- flared into the cab the blaze engulfed
244 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe.-N- . M.
via NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
stores on the telephone from the place cial authority) for January, 1913 (the the firman, John Grange, whose clothes
and then use improper talk, Patrol- latest issue states that the project is were ignited and almost burned away.
man George Gamrod testified. An ex- capitalized
As the engine was brought - to a
at $21,000,000 sixteen
tension phone was installed and the million common and six million pre- standstill the engineer leaped from
officer alleged he caught the prisoner ferred stock. Without
going into the the cab, dragging the uncocnsclous
talking and heard his conversation.
question of how much of this may or fireman with him onto the tracks. He
may not be "water," it is apparent extinguished the burning clothes with
SICK, SOUR STOMACH,
that the above contract will pay the his coat. Both the engineer and fireC. L. POLLARD,
L. A. HUGHES,
J. CRICHTON,
man were terribly burned.
INDIGESTION
OR GAS company more than 5 per cent
per an
President.
Manager & Treasurer.
Secretary.
Hospital physicians say Grange can
num on its investment if the capi
Take "Pape's Diapepsin" and in five talization represents real investment. not recover.
minutes you'll wonder what beThe cause of the fiirebox explosion
In the report of the U. S. bureau of
came of misery In stomach.
not known.
is
on
water
of
corporations
power,
Wonder what upset your stomach
March 14, 1912, the statement
is
which portion of the food did the dam- made that thiB
power site is capable
age do you? Well, don't bother. If of developing 300,000
pei
your stomach is in a revolt; if sour, annum. The companyhorsepower
For Rates and Full Information, Address
itself states
gassy and upset, and what you just that it can and will
at
least
develop
G. F. & P. Art., EI Paso, Texas.
ate has fermented
EUGENE FOX,
into stubborn 200,000
State of Ohio, city ot Toledo, Lucas
(INCORPORATED)
horsepower. Taking whichlumps; head dizzy and aches; belch ever figure you please, it is
county, 88.
apparent
gases and acids and eructate undigest that on the same basis as the St.
Frank J. Cheney mattes oatb that ha
JTOT
ed food; breath foul, tongue coated
Louis contract, the company will earn is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
just take a little Pape's Diapepsin and between 17 and 25 per cent on its in Cheney & Co., doing business in the
in five minutes you wonder what bevestment.
ICity of Toledf County and State
LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
came of the indigestion and distress.
The population of the territory aforesaid, an mat said firm will pay
Millions of men and women today
within 150 miles transmission
dis the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLknow that it needless to have a bad tance
of the plant is 1,500,000 persons LARS for each and every case of Ca
Buildand
Roofing
occasionlittle
stomach.
A
Cement,
Diapepsin
Shingles,
and within 200 miles Ib 4.600.000. tarrh that cannot be cured by the use
ally keeps this delicate organ regu- These are the
of
people who will pay of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
Description.
foods
eat
lated
favorite
and
their
they
ing
FRANK J. CHENEY.
tribute to this company forever If
without fear.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
If your stomach doesn't take care of the company can fix it that way.
The financial blue books also con in my presence, this 6th day ot Deyour liberal limit without rebellion; tain the
significant information that cember, A. D. 188C.
Sols Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
if your food is a damage instead of a
A. W. GLEASON,
blocks of the stock of this company (Seal.)
the
remember
surest,
quickest,
help,
Notary Public.
All kind of flowers, f ardei & field seeds la balk and package
ALFALFA SEED.
most harmless relief Is Pape's Diapep- are held in "Great Britain, Canada,
GENERAL TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Intern
sin which costs only fifty cents for a Prance and Germany. Foreign, as
well as domestic financial interests ally and acts directly upon the blood
large case at drug stores. It's truly
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
wonderful it digests food and sets know a good thing when they have it and mucous surfaces of the system.
'Your Business Solicited."
Send for testimonials, tree.
things straight, so gently and easily thrust at them.
What people who have studied the F J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo. Ohio.
that it is really astonishing. Please,
Sold by all Druggists, 75c
Foot of Montezuma Ave.
Phone
for your sake, don't go on and on with water power situation want to know is
Pnona Black
Phone 100 and J5 W.
a weak, disordered stomach; lis so this: If the government could ap- - Tak6 Hall's Family Fills tor
,
prove and supervise this construction
unnecessary.
"Good roads, good weather, and no
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1 Nuevo Feb-- j States,
toms and Indian practices are broken jCal.
supra..
It also is said that such legislation
Hall's Mex-- i
among this people we cannot hope for jlero Mexicano, pp.
,
.....
a great amount of progress. The,;
DRY FARMING
liria .. cannot be made to include the landa
secret dance, from which all whites
Jot the Pueblos, because the Indians
HERE (S TEXT OF FAMOUS DECISION.
In
610.
tho
last.
are excluded, is perhaps one of the
It js true tIiat
ft e(J g
0
CONGRESS
Detroit, Oct. 27. Because a dog bennwuri uuservei: me
the Indians of each pueblo do have
greatest evils. What goes on at thisr111"
Jitlonging to Peter Trunsky chased a
time I will not attempt to say, but I provenieiil of the Indians, under thai such a title to all the lands connected
The text of the decision of lie I'nited States supreme court in the case;
lie son of Mrs. Rebecca Greenberg
firmly believe that it is little less than influence of Hie missionary establish therewith, excepting such as are occu- the
vs.
in
I'nited
TULSA, OKLAHOMA,
of
the
Sandoval,
error,
regarding
States, plaintiff
Felipe
into the ward, Mrs. Greenburg is suing
Mr.
is
Fe.
delivered
The
reached
Santa
of
lias
status
by
opinion
Indians,
for
is unable to put a .'specially encouraged and protected y ieommunal title, no individual owning
Nov, 1st. Trunsky in Judge Hally's courtTrunOct.
The judgment of Catholic clergy
Van Devanter, and is here published in full.
- Justice
damages, and the whole
to
the
to
the
demurrer
with
overrule
directions
the lower court is reversed
of same as others. The United SUtes qualified them in a measure for the the lands are public lands of the Pueb-- j
neighborhood is involv- indictment and to
proceed to the disposition of the case in regular course.
mails are not permitted to pass enjoyment of the benefits of Die newiio, and so the situation is essentially
ed.
Some of the striking sentences in the opinion are:
In some parts of Ihe ihe same as it was with the Five Civil- the streets of the pueblos institutions.
made by Mrs
statement
the
From
"As before indicated, by an uniform course of action beginning as through m nf llocu ,lo,lf..a Isl ill Ulsl. 'cOHHtl'V VfTV mtlKI f)l li if f 3 fl Villi - lv,.,l
nlflinnirli
ROUND TRIP FARE FROM SANTA FE
ul.wr.
r:reo,ihnr(r'a attorney to the Jury, it early as 1S54 and continued up to the present time, the legis a tive ami execu-- :
on
Ul(J 0ut- - iment had been made in civilizing andiowned in fee under patents from the
met
are
traveUr8
had
the
fright
dog
.appears that after
.
,,
tlu-i- r
tive branches of the government have regarded and treated the Pueblos of.
DATES OF SALE,
,i ramr,i
the rape
lened the Greenburg heir into the New Mexico as dependent communities entitled to its aid and protection,
ig- - to the legislatiou of congress enacted
and
The
time
around.
condition,
however,
degraded
distance
a
safe
the
chased
Sr.
Oct. 19, 20, 21, 22. 24, 25. 26, 27 and 28
dog like other Indian
house, Greenburg,
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BY THE CUEtS.

JIMMY JOHNSON, FASTEST MAN ON BASES
BALL, GOES TO CHICAGO CUBS NEXT
RECORD AS TROPHY WINNER.

It's the

quire strength.

--

WOMAN

WHITE

athletic championship she's won from
America in years that you have
beten us when your own men couldn't
do it?"
"Yes I suppose so. But it's the
play I like rather than the glory. I've
been playing for six years. I'm 25
now. My father was a hockey player.
I have one younger sister now playing

EVER

OCTOBER

NO

WHERE

27,

OTHER

BEFORE.

TROD

that's precisely why golf Is
the very best sport in the world for
women. Any girl with a good eye- and
MIGHTY
WHO
NIMROD
WOMAN
a steady hand can learn to play a fair
HAS HUNTED WILD BEASTS IN
game.
SUMATRA, AUSTRALIA
AND AL"Better than that, golf takes womASKA, TO PENETRATE WILDS OF
en out into the open, where they can't
ihi
CONTINfmt
help getting plenty of fresh nlr and golf.
ncipr.u
1
"My two brothers play. Yes, I'm
sunshine. And they can't help walkOF BIG GAME AND ADVENURE.
to confess that I can beat
ashamed
ing!
them!"
"The walking is the chief thing
about golf, anyhow. I'm told that
your American girls are taking more M. K. 4 T. TELEGRAPHERS
MAY GO OUT ON STRIKE.
exercise than they used to. If they
haven't access to golf links, by all
Dallas, Texas, Oct. 27. A strike of
means let them walk, as our English
150O telegraphers
of the Missouri,
girls do.
can walk
anywhere. Kansas and Texas railway system was
"Anybody
Maybe that's why English girls are threatened today when General Mansupposed to be synonymous with ager W. A. Webb, of the railroad, refused to consider the telegraphers' dehealth."
"You were woman champion of Eng- mands until December J5. The men's
the
land last year," I reminded her. "You committee said
telegraphers
defeated the present English woman would decide whether to strike within
l
here. And the next 21 hours.
champion in the
now you have the American woman's
championship. Do you suppose you MILLION DOLLAR JEWELRY
could beat Francis Ouimet?"
BILL AGAINST SOLDIER?
"There you go again; Now rememOct. 27. Hills aggre
Washington,
ber, I'm no 'feminist.' I know the lim- gating $1,000,000 for jewelry charged;
itations of our sex. And I know that a against enlisted men of the armv havi
man's game beats a woman's by nine been f0,.wardod to the war department
a large installment jewelry con-points. I suppose that's Just the y
tent to which your male champion lCern on the Pacific coast with an ap
better than I am. I wouldn't dare to .peal for Uncle Sam's aid In collectinf!
the indebtedness.
The governmen'
challenge him.
Upper Mrs. Frederick K. Burnham
has declined to act as collector and th and the head of one of her recent
"Really, golf isn't, my primary
terest anyhow. I didn't come to Amer
trophies of the chase the dreaded
ica grimly determined to win this iagainst the individual soldiers.
grizzly bear. Lower picture shows
!Mrs. Burnham in camp in the wilds of
championship. I came to have a good
time. I've had It your countrymen BOMB EXPLODED
Alaska. ...
and countrywomen are charming.
NEAR WEST POINT,
Special Correspondence)
too
A
27.-7
a
little
athletics
San Francisco, Oct. 28. To
Only, you take
Highland Falls, N. V., Oct.
I
fear."
from nitre
the wilds of Africa in search of
seriously over here,
powerful bomb made
"Well, aren't you proud of your glycerine was exploded this mornim' big game, following trails never before
title? And don't you realize that on the window ledge of an Italian sa (traversed by a woman, is what Mrs.
you've achieved international distinc- loon near the West Point milltan Frederick K. Burnham is now prepar-iinto do. She will accompany her
tion in winning for England the first academy.
husband.
"It is my ambition to bring down
my own big game in a region where
COMMON SENSE CONSTRUCTION AND A SPORT- no white woman ever has gone before
me," declares Mrs. Burnham. "I see
no reason why I shouldn't succeed. I
ING CHANCE FOR LIPTON IN NEXT RACE
have been with my husband on many
of his big hunting trips his excursions
in Sumatra, Australia and his recent
FOR THE AMERICA'S CUP.
chase of bear and wild goats in southeastern Alaska.
anda railway to Nairobi, thence to Mt. who performed the same service for
"I have done some shooting on these Keuia. After
enjoying the sport there, Roosevelt and who has had some great
trips and I am familiar with the work, we will return to Nairobi and go to experience hunting in all this coun-trhaving had as instructors some of the Lake Victoria Nyanza, journeying
and W. A.. Black, noted African
most experienced sportsmen in the thence by easy
stages to Matabeleland. hunter from Australia, will manage
world: One needs to be cool and have
'Stewart Edward White, the author, our expedition. We will have 300 pora sure aim, and one needs to be care- - and
hunter, is now there, gathering ters and every facility for making our
'
ful
of
Then
health.
J
hunting data for us. He will
ft
us expedition' safe and successful.
lis comparatively easy, although It is back into this wild accompany
"If fevers and the tsete fly don't
region.
never unexciting.
"Our return trip will be through the upset our plans we hope to bring back
j
"Our trip to Central Africa will heart of Central Africa to
the Nile some wonderful trophies
to add to
start next year. We will go first to country, following the route taken
by those already hanging in pur bungaBritish East. Africa and take the Ug- Col. Roosevelt.
R. G. Cunningham, low near Martinez."
-
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Jimmy Johnson, Record

Base

Runner and Record Trophy Winner.
(Staff Special)

TV

San Francisco, Oct. 27. Jimmy in one season, made when he was with
Johnson, San Francisco Seal and Chi- the Spokane club in the Northwestern
Jimmy Johnson's record is far
cago
recently busted the league.
more remarkable than Meyer's for it
world's stolen base record.
Jimmy was made in a better league, the PaHas swiped 118 bases and the season !clno coast
league being a AA circuit
isn't over yet. The former record next to the majors. The Northwestern
"'
as held by Hap Meyers, 113 bases'; is a Class C league.

wild-gam- e

j

I

Cub-to-b-
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"I

WOULDN'T
THAT'S

DARE
WHY

MAN

CHAMPION

CHALLENGE

A

I'M

SUFFRAGET!"

NOT

A

INTERESTING
PERSONALITIES.

!

IN AN EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW, MISS GLADYS REVENSCROFT, WHO
HAS JUST TAKE WOMEN'S TITLE
GOLF CHAMPIONSHIP
TO
AWAY FROM AMERICAN GIRLS, SO DECLARES TO CORRESPONDENT ALBURN AFTER HER VICTORY: "I KNOW A MAN CAN BEAT
A WOMAN!" SHE SAYS, "BECAUSE
I'VE
WITH
COMPETED

THEM!"

board. After that he made a cam- 8IGNAL MASONIC HONORS
FOR NEW MEXICANS
paign of the Btate and did much to
swell the WilBon vote in California.
Washington, D. C, Oct. 27. The supreme council of the southern jurisSEGREGATED DISTRICT
TO BE ELIMINATED.
diction, Scottish Rite, Ancient, Free
and Accepted Masons, in session here
Washington, D C, Oct. 27. The last week, conferred the honor of
Kenyon bill to eliminate Washington's knight commander of the court of
honor on a large number of thirty-thir- d
segregated district, was passed today
degree Masons throughout theand now goes to the house, where it
failed in the last congress. It follows country.- Four New Mexico Masons
the Des Moines plan for injunctions, were thus honored, Charles Frederick
Alexander Massie, Edprohibits the use of property for im- Kanen, James,
moral purposes and makes the owners ward Biddle Paul, and Benjamin Titus.
deThose to receive the thirty-thirliable for the abatement of disorderly
gree in New Mexico are Richard Henry
as
nuisances.
places
Hanna and Nathan Jaffa.
"As in many other cities," said Sen
ator Kenyon, urging the passage ot
ADMITS THAT HOLDUP
the bill, "these disorderly places are
RESULTED IN MURDER.
owned by prominent and wealthy men
Denver, Colo., Oct. 27. James Nelwho receive inordinately high rents.
Allen today conson, alias Frank
It is through these men that the fessed to the
police that he killed
rfmedy should come."
Thos. Chase last Friday night when
he held up Chase.
INDICTMENTS AGAINST
Nelson, when arresled yesterday,
GIBSON ARE DISMISSED
admitted that he was responsible for
Goshen, N. Y., Oct. 27. The indict- many high'ay robberies, but until toment against Burton W. Gibson, the
he denied knowledge of the murNew York lawyer, who was tried twicfc day
der. ;
death
the
for
Ty Orange county juries,
7
of Mrs. Rosa Menschik Szabo, by stran- E'DUARDO
DATO is
on
Greenwood
Lake
on
Julj
gulation,
v
NEW SPANISH PREMIER
today.
16, 1912, was dismissed here
Madrid, Spain, Oct. 27. Deputy Edu- The juries at both trials failed to
ardo Dato, former minister of the in
agree.
terior and minister of justice, today
The Austrian consul was expected
the office of premier in place
in Goshen to take Gibson to New York accepted
of Count Romanones. The latter rewhere indictments have been found
signed because the chamber of depuagainst him for misusing the funds of ties rejected a vote of confidence In
Mrs. Szabo's estate. It is alleged that
his cabinet on Saturday.
there is $7,100 unaccounted for.
d

Racing
The Scientific American's Comparison of a 75 and a
the SmallSloop. The Largest Yacht is "Reliance." the Last Cup Defender;
This Illustration is Reproduced fgrom the Sciener a Typical
tific American, by Permision of that Magazine,
of lead
Great Britain and the United States reel. Herreshoff hung 85 tons
7
will clash again in naval conflict next in the keel of Reliance and spread
of canvas on her.
feet
comes
square
Thomas
Sir.
when
Upton
year
Reliance cost approximately $150,-00- 0
across the Atlantic with Shamrock IV

to win the American cup, which he
has failed to do upon three occasions.
The 1914 contest will be between
common sense, modern racing yachts
of approximately 75 feet water-linlength. That is they will measure not
more than 75 feet at the surface, in
racing trim.
In the past the racers were limited
in SO feet water-linlength. The de- his
craft as wide as
build
could
signer
he wished, as deep as he desired anu
pile as much canvas upon the hull as
he saw fit.
During the past 30 years eight races
have been sailed for the cup. And
now, waiting 11 years, Upton is returning for another try. The races to
date were as follows, the challengers
being named first. Genesta Puritan,
18S6;
Galatea
Mayflower,
1SS5;
Thistle Volunteer, 1S87; Valkyrie II
Vigilant, 1893; Valkyrie HI De1S95; Shamrock I Columbia,
fender,
'
mil"
MwirTmwaimiMi'Hftiiiram4-fmmhii
1S99; Shamrock II Columbia, 1901;
III Reliance, 1903.
Miss Gladys Ravenscroft, the English Girl Who Has Just Taken the Shamrock
During 30 years the
Women s Open Golf Championship of America Away From Our Girls.
rule gradually produced au
"Indeed?" The champion froze me extreme type of yacht, with great
(By W. H. Alburn.)
team and length on deck, extreme
Del., Oct 25. Miss with a stony English stare.
Wilmington
an enormous spread
"You see," I hastened to explain, draught, carrying
Gladys Ravenscroft, of Bromborough,
of sail, necessitating a large crew.
"Mrs.
Pankhurst
has
reached
just
Sheshire, England, stood in the lobby America and I can't
The effort to carry the largest pos
help comparing
of the Dupont hotel. She towered over you."
sible sail spread showed in hull and
material. Reliance, on a water-linher women companions, over clerks
"I've no sympathy with thesa milil
of 89 feet 8 inches, measured
and bellboys, over her interviewer.
length
ants," she replied hotly. "They have on
She dominated the lobby.
deck, 145 feet, 27 feet beam and 20
no poise. They are
The
feet draught. A cross section of the
Lounging guests stopped smoking to militants
plight to play golf and work hull resembled a shallow champagne
stare at her. Men entering gazed In oft
nervous energy that way.
their
For besides being big
admiration.
with a flat floor and hard bigles
who play golf are less liable glass
carried well into bow and stern sec
and strong, radiating health and en- People
to outbreaks!"
tions. The result was that Reliance
ergy, she was undeniably handsome.
"But you an athlete ."
immersed fully 105 feet when heeling
Miss Ravenscroft has Just won the
"No, please don't call me an ath- at 20 degrees, giving her a tremend
women's open golf championship of
America, at the Wilmington Country lete." The rosy face, crowned with ous advantage in windward work.
e
yellow hair, flushed a little.
club.
The use of special steel and
"Pardon me," Miss Rasenscroft," 1
'Golf doesn't demand atblpf
enabled the designer to reduce
said, "but what militant suffraget you ity. That 'b why I love it. Of course, j hull weight and proportionately in
I'm strong, but the game doesn't
would make!"
the lead at the bottom of the.

and the running expenses were
pioportionately heavy. It required 50
men to handle her and when the race
was finished she was useless.
modern yacht such as the
A
next race calls for carries a sail area
approximately equal to that of the 85
or 90 footer of 20 years ago and is
large enough to provide a thorough
test of the designer's skill and the racing crew's ability.
Construction cost is cut in half and
so is operating cost. Moreover, under
the new rule a yacht is built, which,
when the race is over, can be used as
a fast and serviceable cruiser.
The accompanying drawing, reproduced from the Scientific American,
shows at a glance the general reduction in size and increase in handiness
of the
deck length Is about
The
feet and
105 feet, beam about 20
daught about 13 feet '9 inches, while
the lead is cut from 85 to 37 tons. The
bcom is shortened from 115 feet to 84
foet and the spar from boom to topmast drops from 155 feet to 111 feet.
Cost drops to $so,0oo and running cost

e

e

i

one-hal-

e

Tobin-bronz-

i

i

At present Herreshoff is supposed to
be designing two defender candidates
and a third may be built in Boston.
It must be admitted that the prospect
of keeping the cup In this country
not so favorable as it would be were
the race between
but the
race is more sportsmanlike.
For the past 10 years, sloop racing
between yachts of 60 and 70 feet has
been confined to England and Nicholson, who has designed Shamrock IV
has had much experience. His pro- duct8 have made a c,ean Bwecp m the
regrattas of the past two years.
There is no such thing as abandoning hope, however, while the blind
wizard of Bristol, Herreshoff, continues to turn out
fly
ers.
white-winge-

d

San Francisco, Calif., Oct. 24. T.
W. H. Shanahan, the new superintendent of the San Francisco mint, has all
the qualifications necessary to make a
highly efficient mint superintendent.
For years he has been a resident of
Shasta county, the leading gold and
copper mining section of the state, and

environment and
experience have
given him an unusual knowledge of
ores, minerals, smelling, refining and
all other processes, from mining to
coinage.
Much more interesting, however,
has been his legislative career, When
the name Shanahan is mentioned one
naturally thinks of the Shanahan free
amendment to the state constitution, which provides that text
books shall be furnished free to all
public school pupils. Shanahan was
the author of this amendment which
was recently adopted by a more than
vote of the people.
He was responsible for the adopt- tion of the Australian ballot system
in California, 20 years ago; was the
author of the purity of election laws
and fathered the railroad
bill, which brought into the coffers of the state over $3,000,000 in
back taxes.
Shanahan has served five terms of
two years each as assemblyman and
one
term as state senator.
He has always been a Democrat.
He helped to organize the Wood-roWilson league In California, serving as a member of its executive
text-boo-

s
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VETERAN UTAH EDITOR
PASSES AWAY IN OGDEN
Salt Lake City, Oct. .27. Colonel
William Nelson, editor of the Salt
Lake Tribune for 35 years, died at his
home here yesterday morning of cere
bal hemorrhage. Colonel Nelson was
one of the best known journalists in
the west. He came to Utah in 1876 as
United States marshal and was largely responsible for the trial and execu
tion of John D. Lee, one of the instigators of the Mountain Meadow
massacre in 1877. Colonel Nelson was
74 years old.
-

ERNEST AUGUST GOES ON
THRONE OF BRUNSWICK
Berlin, Oct. 27. The federal council
of the German empire adopted a resolution today to place Ernest August
of Cumberland on the throne of the
Duchy of Brunswick, his father, the
jDuke pf Cumberland, having prelimi- 'narily renounced his rights to the
throne.
-

'.,'

BLIZZARD

REPORTED

IN MISSOURI TODAY.
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 27. A heavy ;
snowstorm swept over Rolla, Mo., and ?

surrounding country today. Trees-werbroken down and branches torn
JEROME LEAVES FOR
off until the streets were blocked. A
CONCORD FOR HEARING. rain in St. Louis turned to sleet bhiT
;"
Boston, Mass., Oct. 27. William snow today.
Travers Jerome special attorney for
Attorney General of New York, left PANHANDLE IN GRIP
OF A BIG FREEZE.
here for Concord, N. H., today In the '
Oct. 27. The tern-- ,
Amarillo,
counTexas,
the
of
conference
the
that
hope
sel at Rochester this afternoon would perature dropped to 22 degrees here
result in a decision on the date when last night;- The freeze destroyed
the extradition proceedings in the large amount of Immature feed crops.
The cold wave is prevalent throughout
case of Harry K. Thaw would be
:
the Texas plains country.
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
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A commercial education in the OLDEST CITY IN
THE U. S. A., SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, ele-

PERSONALS'SELIERS

HEADS OCEAN

PAGE

men's Tailor piaffe Suiis

ADOLF

SELIGMAN

DRY

FIVE

GO.

GO ODS

TO OCEAN ASS'N
vation 7,018 feet, on the ROCKIES, AIR DRY,
m Overcoats
TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS:
Sunshine the year round, rarely ever frosty, free
f
Prices from $10 up to $30
Telephone tne Postal Tele- X
if you do not get ,
We show you over 1500 samples.
from fogs, mosquitoes and malaria. On the coldest N graph company
FROM
OFFICERS ALSO
NOTICE OUR WINDOWS
your paper and one will be
The largest line in the city. We
X
a
MEXICO,
can
fit
day one is warm in the sunshine. Quaint old build- llvered to vou at one.
and
you
guarantee
perfect
find no better workmanship at any
DIRECTED
ASSOCIATION
ings, crooked streets, dobe houses, no street cars.
will
elseYou
more
pay
price.
For October Special Prices
Peaceful, quiet, and lovely.
Mountains, rivers, Sir. and Mrs. G. S. Hlakeslee, of FROM ALBUQUERQUE
where, but remember our expenses
.Monteare
at
the
Chicago,
registered
are small; this makes our low
and streams, blue sky, a town Plaza, and band zuma hotel.
prices possible.
WE SAVE YOU MONEY
stand. The certain home of diamonds and other J. F. Humphries, the well known
Eighteen years' experience in
in
of
was
the city
Los Angeles, Oct. 27. Amid scenes' the tailoring business. Let us take
of merchant to Maxwell,
precious stones, yet unearthed, and Tiffany,
visit his two daughters i0f unprecedented enthusiasm, D. K. B.
yesterday
your measure.
New York, Turquoise mines. Home of Ben-Huat Loretto. academy. He entertained Sellers, of Albuquerque,. N. M., was;
PHONE
10 SAN FRANCISCO ST..
CUSTOM TAILORING,
LINDHARDT,
daughters and ten of their girl Saturday elected president of the!
oldest house and Church in the U. S. and the only ihis
friends from the convent at luncheon
in
association'
125
Palace
ve.
Highway
irhnn or Amprirnn ArrhaW) OPV. Inures and and dinner yesterday at the De Var- annual convention
here, succeeding C.
hotel.
Other of
gas
New York.
of
a.
Wilder,
weak
assists
Asthma,
lungs,
Tuberculosis,
greatly
and do what can to
Mrs. Howell and .Miss Hazel Howe
fleers elected were John Becker, Jr., be
Catarrh, Gout and Rheumatism, has good fishing, of Socorro, mother and sister respecor ueien, ,. M., secretary, anu .tiamn help work out a plan that will he botli
INSURE WITH IIAVWARD AND REST CONTENT.
of Mrs. Fred Fornoff, are visit- McKee, of Albumieniue, N. M., treas sound, economically, and meet every
shooting, hunting, and walking. Circle drive 400 tively
tenet
that
the
dominant
home.
at
in
the
Fornoff
political
the city
party
ing
urer, the custom being to elect these
Modern Cottage of 5
miles, cave dwellings, and craters. For BOYS and V. M. Gray, the well known
ollicers from the same section to facil- holds,"
in
is
the city itate their work. The association's
photographer,
edusound
commercial
a
Rooms and Bath. Lot fronts
GIRLS, and Grown Ups,
today for a short visit.
work for the next year will be direct- MANY DANCES AND
South about 100 feet on Palcation guaranteed. The subjects are: Shorthand, T. 3. Sanfoid, corporation clerk for ed from Albuquerque,
where headslate corporation commission, is quarters will be established.
PARTIES GIVEN
ace Avenue.
Blind-hanTypewriting, Punctuation, Penman- the
back at his desk today after a two
T.
elected
Fred
association
The
SATURDAY
NIGHT
We will sell, within ten days' time, lor $2,800 NOW is the
and other Bus- weeks vacation.
ship, Bookkeeping, Spanish-Englisfrom Arizona, and
ter,
H. j. Thomas, of San Francistime to investigate the above.
,
from
Maker
(.'..().
iness subjects. When the PANAMA opens there co,Mrs.
who has been visiting in the east, fornin.
goes down in
Saturday. October
The executive committee for Sanla
Fe social annals as a "society
will be a demand for thousands of men and women, is the guest of Aliss Tillie Jacobs.
Xew Mexico Include J. A. French, of
JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,
day."
Judge Y. H. Pope, who is holding Santa Fe; W.
Shorthand and court
Borrowdale, of
who can write Spanish-EnglisRooms 8 and
at Albuquerque, spent Sunday
Capital City Bank Building, Santa fe. N. M.
IScMdes various card parties, there
M.
of
H.
and
calena,
Dougherty,
were three dances. One was held at
Typewriting, and this is the time the study should at his home inthisthis city, returning to corro.
IF
REAL ESTATE,'. HAYWARD HAS IT.
IT'S
::::
the Klks, with the Klks' orchestra dismorning.
comof
commence. Terms: Education, residence andi Albuquerque
Los
chamber
The
Angeles
Colonel It, E. Twitchell, of I.as
music, dreamy waltzes and
extended the visiting delegates coursing
board for one year, 50 weeks, $600. Six months! Vegas, spent Sunday here, returning pierce
steps. The dance
syncopated
The
welcome.
Southern
ja hearty
to the Meadow City last night.
was fairly well attended
considering
...
took!
tcmobile
association
u.. .uU.,M, ,y
w.
yesterday
Alexander Read, district attorney
the other events that night. Several
fyyv,
a
atitomo-the
for
delegates
12 months for a full commercial COUrSe and SIX of the First district, returned Saturvisitors from out of town attended the
jl'ile. ride over the city, and today the dance and expressed delight at
WILL MAKE AN ATTRACTits,. FILIGREE JEWELRY IVE OIF I". See our
new president was the guest of John
months for two subjects. There is now a vacancy
management.
display
Mitchell, the first president of tho
of Necklaces, Cuff Buttons,
for S. America with these qualifications at a salary The crimiuni eases have an teen if.association
Mr. and Airs. F. C. Wilson gave an
and the lather of the
"
Stick Pins, Lockets, etc., made of Uold and Turquoise. All
informal dance at their home on
courtJVui'ribt
$300 a month, and no one can do the - work. Lotllh
gontzation, on a inn mile automobile Liuena Vista Loma, and it was much
articles have been made at our store, and tourists are in vited
over
Los
ride
niaAngeles
county's
civil
cases are disposed
turn until the
to look at the skilled workmen who turn out these beautiful
Walter
Norton, F. R, G. S. BOX 387, Santa Fe, New !of.
enjoyed.
icadani roads.
rv
ivi
of jewelry.
First Regiment, hand gave u
The
pieces
associa-next
of
The
convention
the
mex. ;.. rrincipai.
Air. and Mrs. Klias Clark, of Alcalde,
t: n will he held at Yuma. Ariz., in 'benefit dance at. the armory with
Saturday in thn city, and attend
Ii. C. VONTZ, JEWELER, SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
stringed orchestra playing ail
i1!ilt, and in J31.1 the association will
ed the. Klks dance.
The
the late, waltzes and
ii
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FOR RENT 3 furnished rooms for light housekeeping, College st.,
$18.00 per month.
FOR pENT S room unfurnished house, bath, range, electric lights,
$2 .00 per month.
FOR RENT 6 room unfurnished house, bath, range, electric lights
$35.00 per month.
FOR SALE 300 acres good land near Roswell on the Pecos river,
land well fenced, artesian well flows 350 gallons per minute,
mall house, 8 acres of alfalfa and 20 acres under cultivation,
all can be Irrigated. Price $11,000v

O. C. WATSON & CO.
(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)
REAL ESTATE,

INSURANCE,

LOANS, SURETY BONDS.

Phone, 189 J.
1 19 San Francisco St.,
Santa Fe. New Mexico
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SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.

CONGRESS AT
TULSA. STARTS
Tulsa. Okla., Oct. 27. The international dry farming congress and the
international congress of farm women, an auxiliary body, began a four
days' convention here today. Delegates from the west and southwest,
Canada and other foreign countries
were present.
The program was inaugurated this
afternoon, by the president, W. It.
Motherwell, minister of agriculture of
Saskatchewan. Governor Cruce welcomed the visitors, the responses be
ing delivered by Dr. John A. Widtsoe,
president of Utah Agricultural college
and George Brown, lieutenant govern- or of Saskatchewan. The opening
meeting of the women's division was
called to order by the president, Mrs.
Belle Van Dom Harbert
of Manza-nola- ,

JilrN!

DREADN AUGHT TEXAS
RESUMES HER TRIALS.
Rockland, Me., Oct. 27. The ac
ceptance trials of the new super- -
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Sound advice from the man who has been
driving one for twenty years.

IS

When you buy a Studebaker buggy you are buying
ell the skill, experience arid science in buggy building
that half a century can produce. You are protect- ing yourself against the mistakes of younger, builders.
You will always be proud of the Studebaker
nameplate, for there isn't a buggy on the road that is
its equal for style, luxury and good looks.
Flexible bent-reac- h
gear, graceful lines, solid corner, plugless body, double-irone- d
shafts, are a few of
the special Studebaker features,,
The new close-fittin- g
shifting rail is enough in
itself to make you buy a Studebaker buggy.
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See out Dealer or write
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N. B.

PROGRESSIVES MEET
AT DENVER FOR CONFERENCE.

j

j

J.

Schilline-'-

vou waiting

li e s t

y.

No one ever won a priza without trying in some way.

LECTURE DATE
WAS CANCELLED

I

t.

A.

- -

WILLIAMS,

PROPRIETOR.

GENERAL LIVERY
Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE

PONIES

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

Phone 139.

jileds'e?

MRS. PANKHURSTS

dreadnaught which were interrupted
Thursday by an accident to the en
gines, were resumed today. Kepairs
were completed late last night.
In completing her standardization
tests, the Texas was required to make
three runs over the mile course at 21
knot speed and five runs at the best
ispeed attainable. A four hour endur
ance trial, during which the ship must
maintain an average speed exceeding
21 knots to meet
contract require
ments will be the final test here.
The other trials will be held at sea
while the ship is on her way hack to
Newport News.

VV.

Coffee
Of o'ood foffoi; .sonic one
is offering the best in
ami
money's- quality
worth.
You want it.
IIow'll yon got it?
Do you know of n simpler way than trying that
which is guaranteed with

for?

JW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.

B. LAMY,

THE STAR BARN

Denver, Colo., Oct. 27. Vanguard of
Progressives began to arrive in Denver today for a two days' party con- ference which opens here tomorrow.
The program calls for discussion of
plans designed to strengthen the orR''""znnon a"l) broaden Its activities.

a moneyhitck
AVhnt are

Mill, IMIIIM lllltlMlttMMIIIIIIIIMIIMIMIIIIIIIMr

LAIGHLIN, President.

no separation;
for white and

Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 27. The
council of
Congregational
jemurches today appealed to President
Wilson to use his influence to prevent
separation of negro and white clerks
in government offices, throughout the
country, when it adopted unanimously
a resolution proposed jointly by Rev.
A. C. Griner of Washington, D,
c.,
and llev. 11. If. Proctor of Augusta,
Dr. Griner explained
Ga., negroes.
that the resolution was prompted by
the recent separation of negro and.
while clerks in the government offices
in Washington.
of the
Endorsement
Protestant
Episcopal church's plan to send a
commission to Great Britain to create
interest in a world conference on religion looking to the unity of all
churches was given by the council
when it adopted a favorable resolution,
The council applied to the city of
San Francisco and the board of directors of the Panama exposition to
adopt during the exposition every
means to prevent, the exploiting of the
exposition by commercialized vice.

TRUST CO.
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colored clerks
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BANK

Does a General Banking Business.

t

i

STATES

I

PROMPT SERVICE,

3 1 0 San Francisco St.

uy For

Cash !

Hay, Grain

Flour

And we will show you how much you can save. Espe
cially should you do this with your

Give us a trial and let us show vou.

Pure, Clean and Wholesome.

S. KAUNE

& GO.

Re-

Guaranteed

THE SANTA FE HAY AND 'GRAIN CO.

- - Galisteo and Water Sis.
Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 27. Mrs. Where Quality Governs the Price ;
Main 250.
Phone,
Emmeline P: iik!mrst, the English sufand Price the Quality
fragette, will not address the Women's Franchise league of Indiana In
this city as had been planned. The
engagement was cancelled today by
the. league officials.
The reason given was that Mrs.
I'ankhursl. requested that she be permitted to take up a collection at the
meeting, in addition to the stipulated
sum, which she had first agreed to accept for addressing the league. Mrs
I G. Henderson, secretary of the
THE YOUTH'S COMPANION IN 1914 league, said the English militant
Seven college presidents and a num would not be allowed to take up a col
Our cracker counter is an inber ot college instructors, including lection and the engagement therefore
The large
teresting
place.
sTaft, will contribute to was declared off.
variety of crackers and wafers
The Youth's Companion during 1914.
we carry would astonish most
Then there is Gene Stratton Porter, VANDERLIP DOES NOT WANT
What is so nice as
whose stories of Indiana woods and
anybody.
TO CONFUSE LEGISLATION.
r&j-ol,veswamps have made her famous, and
a box of dainty, delicious waNew York, Oct. 27. Frank A.
Kate Wouglas Wiggin, who never
fers? Some kind of a cracker
president of the National City
wrote a dull line in her life, and Mrs, bank, issued a statement this aftershould be on the table at every
who remembers noon in
Burton Harrison,
reply to one issued in Washmeal should be in every lunch
when conversation was really an art ington
yesterday by Carter Glass,
as pratised in Washington and in the chairman of the house
box. And the very kind you
and
manor houses of Virginia. And this currency committee: "I banking
should have are here.
They
regret," says
is juBt a beginning of the list
the statement, "that the chairman of
have the quality that always satii you Know i ne tjompanlon, you the house committee on banking an
isfies.
have a pretty clear idea of what is in currency feels that I have drawn a
store for next year's readers. If you red hearing across the
path of curRl-Cdo not know, ask us to send you sam- rency
legislation. If a plan for a gov "BOSS PATENT FLOUR"
ple copies for instance, those concentral bank is a
I
taining the opening chapters of Ar- confusing factor in the political situatnur Stan wood Piers fine serial "His tion, the men who are
WE WANT THE PEOPLE OF THIS COMMUNITY TO COME IN AND
for CHASE & SANBORN'S COFFEE
responsible
Father's Son." Full announcement for it are members o the senate commit
DO BUSINESS WITH US ONLY BECAUSE
IT MEANS
DOLLARS
TO
1914 will be sent with
BUYING AT A STORE WHE RE YOU PAY MORE FOR THE SAME
THEM.
the sample tee on banking and currency. I have
HARDW
POORER
ARE
GET
OR
FOR
THE SAME PRICE THAN
QUALITY
copies.
been merely acting at their
to
PRIMROSE BUTTER
For the year's subscription of $2.00 draft a plan which would request
WE WILL GIVE YOU IS LETTING Y OUR DOLLARS TAKE WINGS AND
embody
there is included The Companion principles which they
ALL
YOU WILL, BUT YOU MUST COME
FLY AWAY.
HUNT AROUND
firmly held.
Practical Home Calendar for 1914.
TO OUR STORE TO FIND THE BE ST KINDS OF HARDWARE AT THE
The principle of a government con
and all the issues of the paper for trolled bank,
LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICE.
giving to all borrowers.
the remaining weeks of 1913, dating the same rate,
KAUNE & GO.
originated with mem- H.
from the time the subscription is re- bers of the senate
committee, not
ceived.
WOOD-DAVI- S
with me. Nothing can be further from
HARDWARE COMPANY.
THK YOUTH'S COMPANION,
tHan
to
confuse the legis- Where
my purpose
"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."
PHONE 14.
144 Berkeley St., Boston, Mass.
PHONE 14,
lative situation. My whole aim is to
For
I

II
man, when you buy a
a!I "Young
busmv. be sure it's a Studebaker" II
HI
m

Oeean-to-Ocea-
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Colo.

III

two-step-
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DRY FARMING

ji

meet at Springevville, Ariz.
attended as
It was stated by delegates attending dance was not so well
the convention that over $l,(iiin.0()0 that given some weeks ago, but it is
are now available for work this year hoped that the next one will bring out
on Arizona and California portions of a great throng.
Mr. and .Mrs. William M. Caldwell
the
highway.
birthday Party Saturday night h
The delegates will be guests of thelKvto a number of their friends.
Los Angeles chamber ot eommei
tomorrow on a trip to San Diego.
DEFAULTING BANKER
Colonel Sellers, in his speech of
NEAR PRISON SENTENCE.
cent mice, declared that New Mexico
had more good dirt roads than any
N"w Yorlt x- Y- - rt- 27. William
fther western state, the only difficulty
Cummins, whose conviction tor
ueinK lhat ttiey were not logged so;-1m w
tno motor car tourist could find them, s""" '
He gave Governor McDonald
and Carnegie Trust company failure was
State Engineer French suecial credit recently upheld by the stale court of
for the road improvement so far ac-- ! Pleals was committed to the Tombs
prison today and the execution of hisi'
comnlished.
sentence of four to eight years in Sing
Sing deferred for a week.
Since his original trial and convic
tion Cummius had been at liberty tin.
der $110,000 bail.

"The Journal is glad to announce
that State Senator Wm, M. McCoy
and family, of Mountainair, Torrance
county, have come to Clovis prepared
to spend the winter, where Senator
McCoy, who Is traveling on the road,
will be nearer the center of his territory and where the children will be
put in Ihe splendid Clovis city
schools." Clovis Journal.
H. P. Piatt returned to his home at
St. Louis this morning after spending
a couple of weeks here the guest of
his daughters, Mrs. Wood Airs. Koch
and Mrs. Portertield.
W. C. Wack, of Denver, superintendent of the Posal Telegraph company,
arrived in the city today and will
spend several days here.
Mrs. Mary E. Hudson, of Deming,
who had been visiting her daughter,
tiMrs. Hugh Williams, for over a week
past, left last night for her home. Mrs.
S. A. nirchfield another Deming visitor
at the Williams home accompanied her,

M. O'COiNNELL, Mgr.,
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The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
Stauffer

M.

J. Wight

Glddings

$5.00
12.61
11.01

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE

General Manager
Editor

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Bally, per year, fey mall
Dally, tlx monlhi, fey mall
Weakly, per yaar

CONDENSED STATEMENT OF THE

President

Bronson M. Cutting

Charles

SMS

Dally, par quartet, fey Mad
Dally, per quartet, by earlier
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OCTOBER 21, 1913.

The most beautiful time of the entire year on the Upper Pecos. The
conditions are ideal for Horseback Riding, Hunting, Tennis
sports.
Playing and all out-door

--

All of Today's Newo Today1

27, 1913.

SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

VALLEY RANCH,

entered as Second Class Matter at the Sent Fe Postotfioe
Published Dally
The Santa Fo New Mexican
The New Mexican Review
English Weekly
El Nuevo Mexlcano
Spanish Weekly

OCTOBER

r

RESOURCES.

Loans and Discounts ,
....
Bonds, Securities, Etc
U. S. Bonds, Securing Circulation and Deposits
Banking House, Furniture and Fixtures
Cash on Hand
Sight Exchange

Booklet Free on Request

$1,289,217.03

LIABILITIES.

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

THE VALLEY RANCH,

697,946.33
88,727.75
70,000.00
46.700.00
96,590.67
289,252.28

Capital Stock
Surplus
Net Profits
Circulation
Deposits

$ 150,000.00
75,000.00
23,052.31
39,400.00
1,001,764.72

in the price of the American
study and has the characteristic tints a tumble
that only the artist knows how to use made article of liko manufacture with
with effect. While this is perhaps, consequent slacking of production ow$1,289,217.0:?
the favorite from the standpoint of ing to over supply; the further result
As made to the Comptroller of the Currency under his call for report
will
in a
which
skilled
of
labor,
is
thoBe
of
that
one
effectiveness,
for October 21, 1913.
most admired is "The Laughing Phil mean cheap soup houses. Of course
EDITORIAL ROOMS 31
but
a
a
such
for
one
alcondition,
BUSINESS OFFICE 286
face
hopes
that
ospher." Here is the
ways wins because it has the smile it could happen as it did upon another
on It and the expression is one that occasion with free trade in operation.
Rock Island Tribune.
at once rivetB the eye, and holds the
Champion Optimist.
attention.
PROCEEDINGS OF THE BOARD
It must be conceded that President
Another favorite is the "Girl with
The proceedings of the state board of equalization has just beeu puban Apache Basket.
This is a pic- - Wilson is about the champion little
lished and it presents some very interesting statements and sets forth the
ture which gives great enjoyment to optimist this country has ever pro'
of
necessities
the
view
the
a
of
to
doors
the
and
conditions
opens
present
the student of color and expression, as duced. He Insists that there will be
future in taxation matters in a way that cannot he misunderstood.
the look on the girl's face is one that action on the currency bill in due
never
that
as
without
before,
No one can read these proceedings
realizing
is unusual and of marked strength. time, and judging from his work In
our
of
and
we are in desperate need of a better system
collecting
levying
It is a masterpiece in painting. The the tariff matter, it may be accepted
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
laxes than is given at present under the law.
1
I
other paintings are all of the highest as the truth. If he can force it, he
M
We need, in New Mexico a state tax commission such as has been prohe
will
while
have
proven again that
merit but the ones mentioned are
HOME
vided for in other states and which has been remarkably successful. This
those that will linger longest in the may be a schoolmaster by training he
be
to
the
is
that
it
and
on
hoped
matter has been mentioned
many occasions,
The exhibition has been a is a general by instinct. Roswell
memory.
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
time will come when we will have a legislature that will take up this matter
rare treat and our only hope is that News.
and think of the value to the state rather than the benefit of a few persons
there are more of the same nature
Those Sinister Secrets.
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
in it.
yet to be offered in this city.
central Location,
the statements of
After
reading
Two Instances.
Throughout the report the inadequacy of the appropriation of an amount
'ownership, editorship, management,
sum
as
set
the
is
few
A
given
forth,
an
to
work
the
do
elaborate
funeral
repeatedly
sufficient
properly
days ago
THOS. DORAN,
Large Sample Rooms.
bondholders, and one thing and anwas held in the city of St. Louis. The other,
to the board was but $200, and it must be admitted that the efforts of the
published by New Mexico newsBut
of
size.
such
the
an
floral
most
with
shackled
appropriation
members were sadly
designs were
costly; the papers in compliance with the federal
exboard did most valuable work for the state, as a perusal of the proceedings
act of August 24, 1912, we are led to
What? Did she marry Cholly arrangements were of the most
Daisy
connected
with
travagant;
will show.
everything
reflect anew upon the fallibility of
Shallow?
he is only an
Why
the ceremony was what would be ex- lawmakers. The act may answer well
The concluding statement of the board, covering the opinions of the mem- apology for a man.
where there was wealth and enough for the magazines, the big
bers and advising as to the necessity of future action, makes good reading.
Mollie
Well, she decided to accept pected
where all was done that could be in dailies anr corporations engaged in
the apology offered.
It is as follows:
the way expensive luxury. The last?Ithe publishing business, but as to the
"Prior to the present tax laws of 1913, it was required that property
rites were being performed over the country ginks, we are convinced that
MR. HARVEY 0ATMAN,
should be assessed at its full value, but it has been a notorious fact that,
body of Adolf Busch.
if It had been made a little more
as the value and amount of property in New Mexico have increased during
Proprietor of the
THE BYSTANDER
At about the same time a touching searching a number of dark secrets
the last twenty years, the percentage of assessed values has steadily e deMONTEZUMA BILLIARD PARLORS,
was
funeral
in
held
SEES IT.
Dawson, and sinister activities would have
being
creased until the general average of assessment was less than twenty-fivNew Mexico. It was a pathetic cere- been disclosed and laid bare to pubHas Engaged at a Great Expense,
per cent of the real value and in one county was, as we are informed,
The Best That Can be Bought t
mony. Those gathered were not the lic gaze. For example, who washes the
not over eighteen per cent.
MARCUS CATT0N,
AT ANV PRICE
relatives
of
the
men
who
were
given
carries
the
the
builds
forms,
water,
Us
"When the present law was enacted, legalizing a valuation of
Makes
It
Proud.
Son of the Famous
I always did know that the women the last rites of burial. The services fires and sweeps the office floor? If
of the true value it was confidently predicted that this would result in a
no
Take
chances on either
were in no
elaborate. The min these questions were to be answered
largely increased valuation as compared with the past and the tax rolls of Santa Fe were worthy of com ister and theway
a
"BILLY"
when
small
amount will give
CATT0N,
men
were
of
and
all
that
strangers
hut
of
under
would
over
oath
those
same
last year,
the
nearly
do actually show an increase
mendation and were the finest in the
deadly
who will manage his billiard par
you the protection that you
increase lias been due to the action of this board in the valuation of corpor- land, and have been trying In a all that could be said was that they monotony in the repetition of one
died in the line of their duty.
lora and instruct titose desiring to
need, and when you do use inname prevail, or would the money
ate property and only a small part to the operations of the local county humble way to tell about It.
In the first instance the man who trust be
surance get the best, as it is
learn the game. All new tables,
from Its hiding
officers charged with the duty of assessing other properties. This board has
dragged
Now I am proud and I know the was
new euea, and a quiet, gentlemanly
being given the elaborate funer- - place? Estancia
the
cheapest, and
had but little cooperation and assistance from county officers and the county
"
"
al was a man oTgceat wealth. He had
lounging room t r those who cater
commissioners, as is apparent frort the figures given in this record. We speak
ALWAYS SEE
y
to
the
Wune
tbe
pastime.
by
ecL
L'C?lmI,.t?1
of this not for the purpose of being censorious or cendemnatory of the Ioca
tte
It is said that he was
officers as it is not so much their fault as officers and inaiviauais as n is ine
The following from the Ladies' kind to his men when alive, but no
EVERYONE WELCOME I
M.
The facts show that a
f,iit nf n,p RvsteSii under which welawareonoperating.
Home Journal appears in the Novem- great sacrifice and no great charitable I
the subject of assessment."
radical change is necessary in the
Office United States Bank Building
ber number, from the pen of Mrs. act or monument stands in his name 0
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The presentation made by the Santa Fe Railroad company, showing the
I. Wood and is a deserved com- yet he was being honored more than
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number of
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to our home folks.
who has purchased the Insurfalls to the lot of most men in this S
were of value to the board and resulted in an order to the assessors of the pliment
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ance Business of the L. A.
world.
says:
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counties where the omissions occurred,
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In the second Instance the two men
"A somewhat unique group of womHarvey Agency. Strong lines,
rolls.
,
"
en is the Woman's Board of Trade of who had given their lives to savo
n
goodcompanies,god protection
REGULAR
MEALS.
Santa Fe, New Mexico. Among the those of others. They had gone Into
A CORNER ON RADIUM
which their the black and death stricken mine and
CHARLEY CANN, Prop'r
many excellent things
Open Day
According to current reports, Alfred DuPont, powder king, has gained home city owes to this organization is taken their lives in their hands when
Best Equipped, Most Modem.
which
from
ore
to
raw
did
of
the
it,
rescue, if possible those
the building, equipping and maintain- they
control of SO per cent of the world's known supply
European Plan.
WOODY
STAGE LINE
Dinner Parties.
radium is made.
ing of a fine public library; the fur- who were buried in the awful disaster
Special
Meals
At All Hours.
on
it
of
a
few hours before.
gives
Radium is the wonder worker of the elements. Scientists say
nishing of the plaza with seats for
Connecin
Rooms
of
Elegant
its
There is something pathetic beyond
the public, and a man to care for the
Prom
powerful rays of energy in the form of light without measurable loss
R0MU10 LOPEZ, PROP.
tion. Steam Heat,
own volume. Some call it the original source of life. It is found in the raw entire place; the keeping of the ceme- measure in the two cases and In a
TAOS
BARRANCA
Baths.
and
Electric Lights
- NEW MKXICO.
ore known as pitchblende thus far, 11) tons of pitchblende, put through tery in perfect condition, and the car- comparison of them, but it is an ex- ( SANTA FE, 0
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one gram of radium, but that small bit is the most precious substance known ing the last winter. And this is in estimation of the thinking and the
Bounds
Trains.
Street.
addition to numerous minor municipal caring people was more deserving of at in uiruuuxrumnf uvruinruuu uvnni H 241 San Francisco
it is quoted at $115,000.
Near S. W. corner fiaza,
Leave Barranca on the arrival l
It has been activities. The money to carry on honor?
Doctors ascribe to radium wonderful healing properties.
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seldom
cancer
cure,
the
for
floral
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these projects is raised largely by a
heralded as a cure for cancer. Cures
Taos at 7 p. m.
mon folks may well await more positive information before tossing up our great plaza fete. This is held in June most due and who was really the most
Ten miles shorter than any ether
hats and hurrahing. Moreover, it is a habit of some scientists to let their of each year and continues through a worthy? Was it the wealthy brewer
or was It the men who had given their
comes along. Hence the keen demand day and an evening."
way. Good covered hack and iooe
imagination play when a new cure-al- l
measure
own
not
lives in the hope of saving
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Team
Isn't that line and are we not a litamong doctors for radium for purposes of experiment may
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tle bigger feeling than we were before others? There is a world of pathos In
furnished commercial men o take In
its final value after the novelty shall have worn off.
it. Don't you think so? But life is
the surrounding towns. Wlr Embudi
But because of its unique properties and more especially because those we read what the outside thinks of full of alien
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1
things, that seem
station.
who have studied it most say its energy will remain unimpaired for 2500 the ladies of the old city? That article
until Mme. will be read by thousands of readers
years a guess, of course, because radium wasn't discovered
as all over the United States. We are
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Curie brought it to public knowledge in 1898; but a guess perhaps as good
tremen- getting what we have so long been
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any, since nobody can disprove it it has, for the present, at least,
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when we meet them on the street, for
early better be just right.
The radium in those Colorado minees wasn't put there by Alfred DuPont;us
England has launched a destroyer
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Nothing
and if he corners it and makes a pile out of it, 'twill be because the rest of
Fire, Life, (Accident
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Bank, which failed.
Fearing knowledge of his sentence
would cause the old mother's death,
relatives concealed it from her. She
fs too old to read, and care was taken
that she should not hear through
The son told
neighbors of the trial.
her he was going west to work for
an insurance company when he left
home to go to the penitentiary, and
she helped him pack his trunk for the
"long journey."
Regularly during the last two years
he has written her from the west,"
and though the letters were written
on prison letterheads, she did
not
jknow it, for they were read to her.
Now relatives declare she shall never
learn the truth.
(lartner was paroled yesterday.
of responsibility have been
fered him here.

THE big, roomy house or in the small
cottage there is always some cold corner
where extra heat is needed.
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Smokeless
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A Human Match Factory

WANTS

The body contains phosphorus sufficient to make 4S3.000 matches. Phosphorus is one of fourteen elements composing the body divided among
bones, flesh, ner'ous system and olher organs. The perfect health of body
come from the
requires a perfect balance of the elements. These elements
food we eat the stomach extracts and distributes them.
the balance of health is destroyed and the
But if stomach is deranged
blood does not carry the proper elements to the different organs, and there
Pain is the hungry cry cf
is blood trouble nerve trouble heart trouble.
starved organs. Put the liver, stomach and organs of digestion and nutrition into a condition of health. That is just what is done by

Delicious

DISCOVERY

which has been so favorably known for over 40 years. It is now put up in
tablet form, as well as liquid, and can be obtained of medicine dealers
box-ad- dress
everywhere or by mail bv sending 50 cents in lc stamps for trial
R.V. Pierce, M. D., Buffalo, N Y.
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TCE COMMON SENSE MEDICAL ADVISEE
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U a book of 1008 page handsomely hound In
of Physiology Hygiene, Anatomy. Medicine and is a complete
Ham j PliicianS4td31 is alaaitsto li.VJ'ierce.BuffaiOji.Y
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Hot Chocolate

October' chilly days suggest oajethUi
warm for the inner man.
UVre ready.
We're serving hot chocolate mae from
coulee proaun : nmea ror
ltd purity, excellence and
delickiuBiieeu of Jlavor.
W don't know of any other store
that (wires X&yQrlf chocolate too
expensirs, perhaps. It's different at OUPS
there's nothing too pood for our patroui.
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GOLDEN MEDICAL
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room.
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FDR KKXT Three or six room
house, furnished or unfurnished. Apply I). S. Luwiuki. six; dan Francisco.
To buy or lease, build-- j
WAXTKO
and
ins or l"t- fJive full
particulars in first letter. Address,
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Garage (i Machine.
Shops, Hox :!!!, Santa Fe, X. M.
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Middle aged couple to
Wife to cook in small camp:
husband to act as watchman and do
chores. Americans only need apply,
For further information address T. S.,
care New Mexican,
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Princess Kapiolani and Lilluokalani and Prince Kalakana, children of
the late Prince David.
Two princesses of a South Sea island house and their brother, a prince,
have forsaken their Hawaiian island home to get an American education.
If Uncle Sam had failed to annex the islands, these children would today
be the rulers of the "Paradise of the Pacific." As it is, they are just the
children of a dead prince.
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Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water.
Af eat for Maoitoo Spring Mineral Water.
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